
Design a new decorative Chocolate Cookie Lollipop Invention!  Include a slogan for your tasty 
treat! In addition, design a state of the art Cookie Jar!  Include three strong adjectives. 
(Try to use your past vocabulary words or pick from form adjective box below! )

appealing copious flavorsome incisive layered gourmet smooth

appetizing delectable gingery intriguing distinctive aromatic nutritious

aromatic distinctive gourmet layered heart healthy rich caramelized

Design your Cookie POP! Design a special Cookie Jar!!

Cookie Slogan!
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Cookie Monsters  
Design the monsters below! Then, give create your own cookie monster and write a mini-monster biography! Include 
all four kinds of sentences (Declarative, Imperative, Interrogative, and Exclamatory)!  Also, include 3 vocab. words !
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Your Monster’s Name:



The Cookie Mystery!
(Fill int he blanks with your imagination!)

! Timothy loves to eat _________ cookies. He bakes them in a 
___________!  People from _______ come to eat his cookie!  He has make a 
fortune sell cookies. In fact, he has made  _____________!

! Timothy likes to analyze cookies from bakeries all over the world!  In fact, 
his factory produces 16 cartons of cookies a week!  He was also excited to find 
about his classmates’ cookies.  He soon found out that Megan’s bakery also 
produced 16 cartons of cookies at her factory .  With further investigation, he 
found that Mile’s bakery  made 24 cartons of _____ cookies. Tony’s Bakery 
produced 8 cartons of ________ cookies while  Shaman’s bakery make 26 
cartons of  ________ cookies!   Help find the average of cookies make by all 
these delicious cookie producing factories!

Solve the Cookie Mystery!
Find the range!

(Below)
Find the mode!

Below
Find the mean!

Below
Find the median!

Below

Create an advertisement for your cookie project!
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